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Diagram 1.0 

 

 

Black to play. 

 

A how to capture A stone. 

 

B how to connect B group to the 

right. 

 

C how to fix shape 

 

D capturing race, how to save D 

group. 

 



 
Diagram 1.1.0 

 
Diagram 1.1.1 

 

 

 

Black net move-1 captures is the 

answer. White cannot escapes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Black atari ladder move-1 does not 

work, White escapes and connect. 



 
Diagram 1.2.0 

 
Diagram 1.2.1 

 

 

Black move-1 is the connecting 

tesuji. White cannot split Black. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Black move-1 atari, White can split 

Black using move-2 and move-4. 

 



 
Diagram 1.3.0 

 
Diagram 1.3.1 

 

 

Black move-1 tiger-mouth shape 

settled is the correct answer here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Black move-1 extends down is bit 

greedy. White can pokes Black with 

move-2. 

 



 
Diagram 1.4.0 

 
Diagram 1.4.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Black move-1 extend is the tesuji 

move, White cannot kills Black. 

 

 

 

 



 
Diagram 2.0 

 

External Liberty -> Eye Liberty -> 

Mutual Liberty 

 

1) If both have Eyes 

Attacker external + eye + 1 = total 

Defender external + eye + mutual = 

total liberties. 

 

2) If Eye vs Blind 

Mutual Liberty belongs to Eye 

Group. Most Liberties win 

 

3) Blind captures if mutual has 2 

Attacker +2 bonus external liberties. 

Defender 2 mutual belongs to it. 



 
Diagram 2.1.0 

 
Diagram 2.1.1 

X is external liberty 

O is mutual liberty 

 

White is attacker. 

 

Refer 3) 

White external 1 + 2 bonus = 3 (lose) 

Black external 3 + 2 mutual = 5 

 

 

White move-1 to fill up Black’s 

external liberty but still couldn’t kill 

Black. 



 
Diagram 2.2.0 

 
Diagram 2.2.1 

X is external liberty 

O is mutual liberty 

▲ is eye liberty 

 

Can White do anything here? 

Refer 2) 

Black eye 2 + mutual 1 = 3 

White external 2 = 2 (losing) 

 

White fills up the eye liberty but 

when Black covers the external 

liberty. White cannot make a move 

anymore. 

 

Classic eye vs blind. 



 
Diagram 2.3.0 

 
Diagram 2.3.1 

X is external liberty 

O is mutual liberty 

▲ is eye liberty 

 

White has more liberties, But can 

Black do anything here? 

 

Refer 2) 

Black eye 2 + mutual 2 = 4 

White external 5 = 5 

 

Black covers the external liberty of 

White but White has proven more 

liberties than Black. 



 
Diagram 2.4.0 

 
Diagram 2.4.1 

X is external liberty 

O is mutual liberty 

▲ is eye liberty 

 

Can Black do anything? 

Refer 1) 

Black external 2 + eye 1 + 1 bonus = 

4 

White eye 2 + mutual 2 = 4 

 

Black fills up the eye liberty first. 

White continues to cover the 

external liberty. 

 

Both player is in-checked. This is 

called seki. mutual living. 



 
Diagram 3.0 

Remember the formulae 

3(3), 4(5), 5(8), 6(12) 

 

 

A Can Black kills the White faster? 

 

B Can Black kills the White faster? 

 

C Is Black faster in killing the White? 

 

D Is Black faster in killing the White? 



 
Diagram 3.1.0 

 
Diagram 3.1.1 

X is external liberty 

▲ is eye liberty 

 

Formulae: eye vs blind 

Eye group takes all mutual. 

 

Black is attacker, White has eye. 

Black has 3 external 

White has 3 eye + 0 mutual. 

 

So Black wins because Black moves 

first. 

 

This White is called 3(3) = no bonus 

life 

 



 
Diagram 3.2.0 

 
Diagram 3.2.1 

X is external liberty 

▲ is eye liberty 

 

Formulae: eye vs blind 

Eye group takes all mutual. 

 

Black is attacker, White has eye. 

Black has 4 external =4 (lose) 

White has 4 eye + 0 mutual + 1 

(bonus shape 4(5) ) = 5 

 

Black move-1 kills the eye first, White 

covers the external liberties… 

 

 



 
Diagram 3.2.2 

 
Diagram 3.3.0 

White captured 3 stones with move-

1, Black continues to kill the eye with 

move-2. 

 

But When White move-3. White is 

faster. Thus the formulae for 4(5). 4 

eyes liberty has 1 bonus. 

 

X is external liberty 

▲ is eye liberty 

 

Formulae: eye vs blind 

 

Black has 7 external = 7 

White has 5 eye + 0 mutual + 3 bonus 

(bonus 5(8)) = 8 



 
Diagram 3.3.1 

 
Diagram 3.3.2 

Black move-1 to move-7 fills up eye 

liberties of White. 

 

White move-2 to move-6 fills up 

Black’s external liberties. 

 

 

 

White continues move-1 to kill the 

black stones. Black continues to kill 

eye liberty with move-2 to move-6. 

 

Then White continues from external 

with move-3 and move-5. 



 
Diagram 3.3.3 

 
Diagram 3.4.0 

White captures with move-1, When 

Black move-2, White can move-3 

and notice Black has only 1 liberty 

left. 

 

Thus, eye liberty of 5 has extra 3 bonus 

liberties thus 5(8). 

 

 

 

Black has 11 X external liberties = 11 

White has 6 ▲ eye liberties + 0 mutual 

+ 6 bonus ( 6(12) ) = 12 (win) 



 
Diagram 3.4.1 

 
Diagram 3.4.2 

 
Diagram 3.4.2 

 
Diagram 3.4.3 

 


